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1) When using product for the first time or storing for an extended period, please charge the battery fully.

2) Overheating due to continuous use for an extended time may cause safety accidents such as product failure,
    fire, etc. After 3~4 hours of continuous use, discontinue use to allow product to cool.

3) Do not put objects or fingers into the operating fan. (Be careful of hair getting caught.)

4) Keep out of reach of children. (For children under the age of 10, please use under adult supervision.)

5) Do not disassemble, modify, or repair on your own.

6) Be careful of wet environments (bathroom) and discontinue use if it has water damage.

7) If the temperature rises or the outer appearance deforms during charging, discontinue use and contact a
    customer center.

8) Do not use it in high temperature environments such as near fire or heating appliances. 

    It may cause explosion or ignition.

9) Do not bend beyond the allowed angle adjustment. This may cause damage to the product.

10) Do not use in conditions exceeding the acceptable operating temperature range (-10°C~40°C).

11) Do not store or use in vehicles exposed to direct sunlight. It may cause explosion or malfunction.

12) Do not charge it in contact with easily flammable materials like carpets or blankets.

13) After use, be sure to turn off the power for storage.

14) If the product is dropped or experiences physical shock, damage may be accumulated inside the product
     and unexpected malfunction may occur even during normal use. Be careful not to apply physical shocks
     to the main unit.

Caution

Instructions

Charging 
1) Open the rubber cover on the back of the main unit and
   connect the USB cable to the charging port to initiate charging.

※ Charging time may vary depending on the battery
    capacity of the product or external devices and the
    external environment.

- After starting the fan, press the timer button to
   set the timer for 1 hour -2 hours -3 hours -4 hours.

- The right indicator lights up when the timer is on.

Timer setting

The angle of the head can be adjusted up to 45 degrees.

- When the speed button is pressed,
   it changes in the order of 1 -2 -3 -4 -OFF.

- The right indicator lights up when the fan is on.
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Up and down angle adjustment

※ Can be used as a tent or
     tarp fan when camping.

Left and right adjustment of head is
not available.
If you force it to adjust the angle,
it may damage the product.

There is a handle on the back of the product for convenient portability. When using it without a tripod,
a stand can be used, and it can be used upside down by connecting a carabiner.

Handle, Stand & Hook

When turn on the fan, timer indicator shows battery 
remaining  for 5 seconds.

Battery Level Check

Fan power and wind speed control

Tripod socket
Other than the tripod included,
it can be mounted on other
tripods as well.
Compatible with all accessories
using 1/4-inch screws.

45
°

Align the tripod stand with the groove on the tripod connection and
turn it to the right as shown in the figure.
You can set the desired height by adjusting the angle of the leg. 

Installation

Correct assembly

How to separate and clean the safety cage

Separate

Lock

Hold the head as shown and turn the outer side
of the front safety cage counterclockwise
to separate it.

Place the separated safety cage back 
into the head, turn it clockwise, and, when you 
hear the click, it is affixed. 
When the arrow on the bottom and the slot 
are aligned, it is mounted correctly. 

The safety cage can be washed with water after
separation. After washing, dry it well before
re-mounting it onto the main unit.

※ Be sure to turn off the power when
    separating the safety cage.

Do not wash the main unit with water.
Please wipe it with a wet wipe or a dry cloth.

※ The blades cannot be separated.

Warranty

Item

Model No.

Seller

Date of Purchase

CLFN-V610_WG/SB

CLAYMORE FAN V600+

1. Thank you for purchasing CLAYMORE series of Prism Co., Ltd.
2. This product has passed strict quality control tests. 
    If the product is not functioning properly, please contact an authorized service center.

Free Service

1) Failure of the product under normal operating conditions during the warranty 
    period will be repaired by Prism or authorized service center on free of charge. 
    Some shipping or handling charges may be involved.
2) Warranty period: 1 year

Charged Service

1) Damage caused when the warranty period is over
2) Damage caused due to the user’s mishandling, abuse, or improper operation
3) Damage caused by arbitrary or personal repair or disassemble in unauthorized service center
4) Damage from input electricity or cable defect
5) Damage caused by natural disaster

Product name

Power consumption

Size

Input

CLAYMORE FAN V600+

12W

243 × 226 × 350mm

USB  5V 2A

Model

Battery type/capacity

Weight

Run time 

Charging time 

CLFN-V610_WG/SB

Li-ion 3.6V 7,800mAh(28.08Wh)

600g

7 hour ~ 32 hour

6.5 hour

Specifications

INPUT

USB charging cable
(USB Type-C)

Power In port
(for charging main body)

Fan power
Wind speed control button

Wind speed indicator

Tripod stand

Handle wire

Tripod connection
Safety cage

Tripod socket (1/4 inch)

Timer setting button

Timer indicator
Battery check

Charging indicator

CLAYMORE FAN V600+

User Manual

CLFN-V610_WG/SB

2) When charging, charging indicator will flash.
    When charing is finished, charging indicator will be off.
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